In this conference summary on Astrophysics talks at PhyStat05, I will discuss the various philosophical and pragmatic approaches to problems of statistics in astrophysics (and cosmology in particular), and their application to a few modern problems discussed at this meeting. In particular, I will develop a Bayesian formalism for the analysis of data from Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) experiments.
In his PhyStat talk on the Transit of Venus, Johnston said "Precision astronomy depends on an individual's judgment" and that remains as true today as in the Enlightenment.
Philosophy
One remarkable difference between the members of the astrophysics and particle physics communities present at this meeting was the relative prevalence of Bayesian and Frequentist methods in the two communities. In particle physics, the prevailing methods are strictly frequentist, while astrophysics (and especially cosmology) has become increasingly Bayesian in its outlook in recent years. This philosophical distinction is grounded in the very different practical realities of the two fields: particle physicists can usually run their experiments for longer and longer, "building up statistics", and making the underlying asymptotic assumptions of a frequentist approach more valid. In cosmology, on the other hand, "there is only one Universe" and there are some experiments that can never be re-run. Moreover, as we will see below in the discussion of CMB data analysis, many of the predictions of cosmological theory are inherently statistical, so we must infer the properties of a correlated multivariate probability distribution from a single realization.
Case Study: the Cosmic Microwave Background
The Cosmic Microwave Background provides perhaps a rich example of data analysis in a cosmological setting. (Let me emphasize several points at the outset. First, this is a personal view of the CMB data analysis process. Second, this has become quite a large sub-field of cosmology, and I have been quite spare in my use of references, for which I apologize to my many colleagues whose work has not been cited herein despite important contributions to the field.)
The raw data -voltages output by some sort of antenna or temperature sensor -bear no simple relationship to the ultimate parameters to be measured, cosmological parameters such as the curvature of the Universe and the spectrum of primordial perturbations. Moreover, those raw voltage data are dominated by the noise properties of the measuring instrument. Yet somehow we must find an algorithm to "radically compress"
2 the millions or billions or more of raw data to just a few cosmological parameters. We start by writing down a simple model for the data from a single detector (the generalization to multiple detectors is straightforward; the data can just be appended as a single very long vector):
where d t is the data taken at time t, s p is the signal in pixel p (i.e., the CMB map), n t is the noise, and the "pointing matrix", A tp gives the response of the instrument at time t to pixel p = To proceed further, we need a model for the noise. We will assume that it can be represented by a stationary zero-mean Gaussian process, with correlations given by
More generally, we may subdivide the timestream into individual "stationary periods" within which this equation holds, and between which we assume zero correlation. This assignment is conservative, at least in the sense that the Gaussian is the maximumentropy distribution with a given correlation structure. (This fact will have further implications later on when we discuss the correlations of the underlying signal, that is, the power spectrum, C .)
Mapmaking
The first step, then, is to estimate the map, s p given Eq. 1. This is a fairly standard inverse problem, but we choose to address it from a Bayesian standpoint. For these purposes, Bayes' theorem states
where the left hand side is the posterior probability, the first factor on the right is the prior probability for the signal, and the final factor is the likelihood, the probability of the data given the signal. We write all probabilities as conditional upon some background information, I; in this case I encodes our knowledge of the noise correlation function, N (t), the fact that we are imposing a Gaussian distribution upon the noise, etc. With this setup, the likelihood is just a multivariate Gaussian:
where the superscript † means matrix transpose. Finally, we impose a uniform (albeit improper) prior on the signal P (s p |I) ∝ const. As we shall see, this prior is actually irrelevant to the ultimate determination of power spectra and cosmological parameters.
By completing the square in the exponential (or taking derivatives, etc.) we see that the likelihood (and the posterior with our constant prior) is proportional to a Gaussian distribution ins p = s p + n p withs
(the overbar denotes a generalization of the mean over all observations of a single pixel for correlated noise) and variance
which is just the usual Generalized Least Squares (GLS) solution.
[In fact with complex data like that expected from the Planck Surveyor, we cannot always calculate the full Bayesian map, Eq. 5 because of the complicated matrix manipulations involved. However, even in the case of some more general approximation to the map, we can still calculate its full noise correlation structure, replacing Eq. 6, as long as the operations are linear in the data and unbiased -a word not usually associated with Bayesian methods! -with respect to the signal.]
The output of this procedure is represented by the quantitiess p and N P,pp , our estimate of the map and its noise correlation structure. Specifically,s p is an estimate of the beam-smoothed and pixelized sky in the pixels labelled by p. We take the beam to be circularly symmetric, with spherical harmonic transform, B .
Power spectrum estimation
Next we must estimate the power spectrum which, by hypothesis, is responsible for realizing the map. Conventionally, we assume a zero-mean Gaussian process with covariance given by
where C is the cosmological power spectrum,x p ·x p is the cosine of the angular distance between the pixels p and p , and the P are the Legendre polynomials. Now, the parameter we wish to estimate is C ; we can use the posterior of the previous step as the effective likelihood for the signal, so the model for the data, now just the maps p , is simplȳ
where pixel noise correlations are given by Eq. 6. Alternately, we can start with the full likelihood, Eq. 4, and jointly estimate s p and C , with prior
We can then marginalize over s p giving us the posterior for C alone. It turns out that these approaches are mathematically equivalent, showing that indeed the mean and variance of Eqns. 5-6 are sufficient statistics for any further calculations. At this point, then, we have the following likelihood function:
where now the parameter of interest, C , appears in the covariance matrix, S P (C ) + N P . Because of this, there is no simple analytic description of the posterior probability, or indeed for the shape of the likelihood considered as a function of C . Thus, we must be practical. Even if we are philosophically disposed to Bayesianism (as are many in the cosmology community), we may need to consider other techniques, although I, in particular, take the rather unorthodox view that these methods are useful as approximations to the Bayesian result. This stands in contrast to many of the Bayesian approaches in particle physics discussed at this meeting, in which the analysts try to find Bayesian techniques which give the same answer as the orthodox frequentist techniques already in use.
The most common of these techniques for estimating C are the so-called unbiased pseudo-C quadratic estimators, in which some approximation to the spherical harmonic transform of the full sky is calculated, and squared to give the "pseudo-C " spectrum, C , which is then corrected to give an unbiased estimate of the true spectrum by inverting the relation
where the ensemble average is taken over Gaussian realizations of the signal and noise with the variances given above. We know that in the limit of a full sky and uniform noise the estimator thus derived is exactly the same as the Bayesian maximum likelihood, with the variance the same as the curvature about the maximum, and indeed the usual relations from the theory of probability and statistics state that these hold "asymptotically", which is usually understood to mean that they will hold for high , where very many modes contribute to the measurement. (We do know from experience that the results do differ in detail for realistic experiments, such as BOOMERANG 18 .)
Cosmological Parameter Estimation
Finally, we must use these C to determine the underlying parameters, θ i , (e.g., the densities, Ω i ; the Hubble Constant, H 0 , etc.). Unlike in previous steps, there is a direct relationship between the parameters and the power spectrum, simply C = C (θ), i.e., we have a delta-function prior
. So the likelihood function remains as before, but we wish to determine its parameters as we vary θ. The calculation of C (θ) for standard models requires the solution of coupled Einstein-Boltzmann linear differential equations describing the distribution of matter and radiation in the expanding universe, and has been in implemented in publicly available codes such as CMBFAST 20 and CAMB 14 . For realistic models, this is straightforward but relatively timeconsuming, and moreover the general exploration of a multi-parameter space is a difficult task. In recent years, the favored technique for this exploration has been Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).
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In this meeting, MCMC in a cosmological context was discussed in the talks of Leach, Nicholls and Trotta (this volume).
A very different way of exploring CMB power spectra was discussed by Nichol at this meeting: he used a (very non-Bayesian!) non-parametric smoothing technique to examine the overall shape of the spectrum, and answer some very basic questions: does the data in Figure 1 show a series of definite peaks? He then extended these methods to the Cosmological Parameter Estimation problem itself: do the parameters predict the correct overall smoothed shape? Qualitatively his results agree largely with the consensus discussed in the following, although there are detailed -and not unexpected -differences.
Results: Cosmology in 2005
In Figure 1 we show the results of various calculations of C along these lines, each from a different dataset; the results are in quite good agreement overall. In general, these results are either the frequentist mean and variance, or the maximum likelihood and curvature; as emphasized above, the prior does not really matter at this point.
Where the prior does enter, however, is in the calculation of the cosmological parameters from these spectra. As was emphasized at this meeting by Cox and Le Diberder, flat priors are dangerous. Indeed, in cosmology, there is no one set of natural parameters on which to impose flat priors. For example, would we want a flat prior on the density relative to the critical density, Ω? However, that critical density itself depends on the a priori unknown Hubble Constant, H 0 ≡ 100h km/s/Mpc, so perhaps a more physical quantity would be Ωh 2 ? There is no "correct" answer to this question; rather we take the advice of Cousins at this meeting: we must perform sensivity analyses to determine the effect of our priors upon the analysis. In effect, by comparing the work of different authors, we can do just this sort of meta-analysis. If we estimate the cosmological parameters from the data of Figure 1 13 and VSA 5 ) in various combinations, we see that many features are robust to these changes, and we can highlight a few here:
• The Universe is flat: Ω tot = 1; • The primordial perturbations are well described by a nearly scale-invariant power spectrum (n s 1); and • The Hubble Constant is approximately H 0 = 72 km/s/Mpc.
Perhaps startlingly, the first two are just the predictions of the inflationary theory of the early Universe! So finally, the discussion of statistics leads us, as it should, to the underlying physics. 
Complications: non-Gaussianity
The model for CMB data in the previous section becomes more restrictive in each step of the process. When making the map, we first assume a model for the noise, that it is stationary over some period of time, and a Gaussian of the noise power spectrum. When calculating the power spectrum, we assume that the signal is isotropic on the sky, and a Gaussian realization from the cosmological power spectrum, C . Finally, we assume the cosmological parameters directly determine the power spectrum. Much effort has been put into going beyond these assumptions, specifically the Gaussianity of the signal. As the saying goes, "non-Gaussian distributions" are like "nonelephant animals", and it is very hard to describe an arbitrary distribution without just giving all possible detailed information (e.g., the functional form of the distribution or its moments). Methods must be tuned to find specific "sorts" of non-Gaussianity, such as the existence of higher-order connected moments of the data. Even there, of course, the task immediately becomes very difficult: are the higher moments best described in Fourier (spherical harmonic) space, or spatially on the sky? Which moments are we searching for? What counts as a detection (if you look hard enough, you will always find something!)? For a Bayesian, these problems seem even worse: how do you even write down the distribution in the absence of a very concrete and calculable model? With the actual WMAP data, we also may be encountering a related problem: There is some ev-idence that, on the largest scales, the WMAP data do not seem to obey statistical anisotropy. That is, statistical quantities may not just be functions of the distance between points, but may depend on where you are on the sky, as has been discussed in a number of recent works 4, 8, 12 (and others). This could be evidence of foreground contamination, or, more excitingly, of some underlying misunderstanding of the physics of the universe on large scales. In the absence of a physical model, it is prima facie impossible to distinguish a non-Gaussian distribution from an anisotropic distribution or from a combination of the two effects.
Nonetheless, various techniques have been proposed and applied to tease out non-Gaussianities from current data. At this meeting, they were discussed by Jin and Starck (and by Digel and by Bissantz in more traditional astronomical contexts). But a word of caution is in order: most of these methods are derived assuming some sort of independent and identically distributed (iid) random variable is responsible for the non-Gaussianity, but in real-world astrophysics, nothing is ever iid!
Other problems
I have concentrated on my speciality, cosmology in general and the CMB in particular, but of course statistics plays a paramount role throughout astrophysics. Indeed, as emphasized in the presentations of Cox and Johnston, astronomy has played a leading role in the development of statistics since the beginning. Other exciting developments discussed at the Conference include:
• Time-series analysis [Clifford];
• Image processing/reconstruction/restoration [Titterington] . For some applications, it is crucial to be able get full error information (i.e., the posterior distribution) of the reconstructed image, and this restricts the possible algorithms; • Classification problems [e.g., Gray]: finding unusual objects (or usual ones: photometric redshift; galaxy classification from pictures). Note that these tasks usually have vastly different kinds of prior information: physics vs. training sets vs. "experience".
Virtual Observatories
As discussed at this meeting by Alex Szalay, we in cosmology and astrophysics are beginning to deal with the massive, heterogeneous datasets covering a variety of instruments, wavebands, areas of the sky, etc. The community is attempting to build tools for uniform and distributed access to and analysis of these data under the rubric of Virtual Observatories. Bob Nichol discussed searching through massive astronomical datasets using KD-trees and the plans to finally move large-scale astronomical data-processing from the desktop to the grid.
Conclusions
In his opening talk at this meeting, Sir David Cox said that "We're eclectic"; this perfectly captures the pragmatism of astronomers and astrophysicists confronting our data, the need to find tools to handle its complexity and volume. Indeed, astronomers have always had to deal with data just beyond the ability of obvious current techniques, and therefore have always been avid consumers -if not developers -of cutting-edge statistical techniques. As we saw throughout this meeting, this fruitful confluence of fields continues to this day.
